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Executive Summary

Bellwether Education Partners’ four-part series on accountability reviews the historical roots, theory of change, and impact on student outcomes of school accountability systems as well as the effect of COVID-related school closures on testing and accountability. The series notes that state accountability systems have not improved student achievement or closed achievement gaps over the last decade. Despite this conclusion, the series insists state testing and accountability systems must be reinstated in 2020-21 and must focus on schools with the lowest performance levels. In addition to this perplexing inconsistency, the reports are problematic for a number of reasons. Most importantly, they do not adequately review the existing literature; even as they overstate some research conclusions, they ignore a large body of research about factors that influence student outcomes. The reports do not, for example, acknowledge that access to quality educators and fiscal resources are critical to improving student outcomes. Moreover, the reports focus very narrowly on test scores as the primary outcome of schooling and ignore outcomes such as critical thinking, media literacy, and civics that are more important than ever. For these reasons, policymakers are advised to ignore this series and access more nuanced reviews and recommendations regarding school accountability in the coming years.
I. Introduction

In the summer of 2020, Bellwether Education Partners released a four-part series of reports focused on school accountability, starting with *The Historical Roots and Theory of Change of Modern School Accountability*, followed by *The Impact of Standards-Based Accountability* and *Assessment and Accountability in the Wake of COVID-19*, and ending with *Refocusing the Priorities of Accountability*. Four Bellwether authors wrote the series: Alex Spurrier, Chad Aldeman, Jennifer O’Neal Schiess, and Andrew Rotherham. All four authors collaborated on the first three reports while only the first three authors collaborated on the last report.

As a group, the reports review the past 25 years of school accountability efforts, the impact of school accountability systems on student test scores and graduation rates, the implementation of assessment and accountability during COVID-19 interruptions of schooling, and the development of improved school accountability systems going forward.

The first report reviews the history of school accountability of the past quarter, the theory of change underlying school accountability, and some of the components of school accountability systems. The report concludes with an initial discussion of the potential paths going forward for school accountability, particularly in the midst of a global pandemic. This conversation is taken up in the third and fourth reports.

The second report, *The Impact of Standards-Based Accountability*, reviews research on the relationship between school accountability systems and improvements in student test scores and graduation rates as well as the strengths and weaknesses of accountability systems. Within the conversation of strengths and weaknesses, the report discusses eight components of school accountability systems: clear, rigorous expectations; annual statewide...
testing of students; effects of testing on teachers and teaching; ability of tests to measure expectations; incentives and consequences in accountability systems; data transparency; identification of low-performing schools; and intervention types. The report ends with a discussion of the need to re-create a political coalition of both conservatives and liberals to support school accountability going forward.

The third report, *Assessment and Accountability in the Wake of Covid-19*, reviews the current circumstances in which all states received waivers from administering state testing and argues that school accountability is now more important than ever. Within this discussion, the report raises questions about how states should proceed regarding five topics. These topics include: the identification of low-performing schools; measuring and communicating student progress; testing all students; meeting needs of English Language Learner and special education students; and efforts to measure student outcomes.

The final report, *Refocusing the Priorities of Accountability*, examines three options for new accountability approaches during the coming COVID-19 impacted year. The three options include: “Prioritizing accountability as a means for policymakers to improve low-performing schools,” “Prioritizing accountability as a vehicle to improve instruction,” and “Prioritizing accountability as an informational tool to support school choice.”

Based on a historical review of accountability systems and the impact of accountability systems on student outcomes, the four reports argue that states must reinstate testing and accountability this year to ensure schools are held accountable for teaching all children. This review critically examines the arguments and evidence presented in the four reports and, importantly, the arguments and evidence not included in the four reports.

II. Findings and Conclusions of the Reports

The overall conclusion of the first report is that school accountability systems have historically improved student outcomes, at least when defined narrowly as improvements in test scores. The report also concludes, although with much less evidence, that school accountability systems have also helped close the achievement gap. In addition, the report made conclusions about the efficacy of federal school accountability plans over time. Specifically, the report concludes school accountability policy became increasingly rigorous over time through the Race to the Top and NCLB Waiver eras, but that the *Every Student Succeeds Act* (ESSA) allows states to reduce the pressure on schools and educators. Indeed, the report concludes that after the passage of ESSA, “[i]t became clear that simply mandating these systems in states would not be enough to fully realize the ultimate goal: improved and more equitable student performance” (p. 7).

The second report, *The Impact of Standards-Based Accountability*, reviews the research on the relationship between school accountability systems and improvements in student test scores and graduation rates as well as the strengths and weaknesses of accountability systems. The report draws three major conclusions. The first is that school accountability systems have historically improved student outcomes, at least when defined narrowly as
improvement in test scores. For example, the report states, “Contrary to widespread percep-
tion, NCLB-era accountabilities produced meaningful improvement in student achievement,
particularly for traditionally underserved groups” (p. 2). The second is that, despite these
improvements, “[T]he impact of standards-based accountability has not fully lived up to
its initial promise” (p. 2). And, the third is that the political coalition supporting school
accountability has fractured, but the coronavirus crisis has created an imperative to form a
new coalition to ensure that testing and accountability continue in the years ahead.

The second report also draws a number of minor conclusions. First, the report concludes
that clear, rigorous learning standards are critical to the efficacy of any school accountabil-
ity systems in improving student achievement. However, the report also notes that learning
standards are not sufficient on their own to ensure equitable access to quality education.
Second, the report concludes that the disaggregation of data into student subgroups is a
critical feature of effective school accountability systems because such data reveals gaps in
learning opportunities across different types of students. Third, the report concludes that
testing does not, in fact, take up an inordinate amount of classroom time. Fourth, the report
concludes that the focus on mathematics and reading has not had any detrimental effect
on the teaching of other subject areas. Fifth, the report concludes that there is widespread
support for the transparency of data generated by school accountability systems, data which
helps both to indirectly pressure schools to improve and to assist parents in making bet-
ter choices about schools. Sixth, the report concludes that singular numeric scores or let-
ter grades (A-F) generate pressure on schools to improve and often have positive effects
on student achievement. Fifth, the report concludes that school accountability systems
must continue to focus on low-performing schools but that turning around low-performing
schools is quite difficult in the absence of “serious, dramatic reform efforts” (p. 11).

The third report, focused on the impact of COVID-19 on testing and accountability, con-
cludes that policymakers should not allow states to go another year without testing. The
report, in fact, argues, “Another year of missing data, lost opportunities, or blanket waiver
on accountability systems would be a disaster for our youngest, most vulnerable children”
(p. 10). The report concludes that this year’s accountability systems should focus on “pri-
oritizing accountability as a means for policymakers to improve low-performing schools.”
Further, the report concludes that another year without testing and accountability would
“imply that schools should not be held responsible for the work they do this year in mitigat-

The final report, Refocusing the Priorities of Accountability, argues that states must resume
testing of students and holding schools accountable for their efforts in improving student
outcomes. Indeed, the report states,

Using the operational uncertainty of next year [2020-21] as an excuse to sus-
pend assessment and accountability would cripple our ability to understand the
impact of COVID-19 on student learning and imply that schools should not be
held responsible for the work they do this year in mitigating and overcoming
that impact.

The report concludes that, of the three options for constructing a school accountability sys-
tem for this year and years to come, states should choose to focus on “prioritizing accountability as a means for policymakers to improve low-performing schools.”

III. The Reports’ Rationale for Their Findings and Conclusions

The conclusions made across the four reports are based on a combination of reviews of the literature and theoretical justifications. Thus, the rationale for the conclusions and the recommendations made in each of the reports is the existing body of research on school accountability and the theory of action regarding school accountability.

IV. The Reports’ Use of Research Literature

The four reports rely primarily on reviews of the literature as the evidence for their conclusions. The last study of the four also employs a theoretical examination of various proposals for accountability systems going forward. There are, however, four major issues with the literature reviews used in the reports. These are discussed below.

Paucity of Research Articles

First, the majority of the works cited are not research articles. For example, in the report The Impact of Standards-Based Accountability, only 12 of the 64 citations are associated with unique research reports published in research journals or by nonpartisan research institutions such as RAND or NBER. Similarly, in The Historical Roots and Theory of Change of Modern School Accountability, there were only five unique research citations of the 26 citations of the report. Many of the other citations were from trade journals such as Education Week or think tanks such as The Fordham Foundation. Given the research focus of these two briefs and the plethora of articles published on school accountability systems, one would expect a greater number of research citations to be used in these four reports—especially the two reports that are more focused on the historical background and research evidence regarding school accountability.

Lack of Comprehensive Review of Research

Closely associated with the first issue is the problem that the reviews of literature in the four reports do not cover the full breadth of research on the reports’ topics. For example, the second report (The Impact of Standards-Based Accountability) provides only two citations regarding the association between school accountability and student achievement. There are, however, a number of studies that support—at least to some degree—the general conclusions of the report that school accountability is associated with test score improvements.
More troubling is the existence of research that contradicts the conclusions of the report. For example, Lee and Reeves\textsuperscript{18} found that, from 1990 to 2009, there was no evidence that school accountability systems were independently associated with generalizable improvements in reading and mathematics achievement. Similarly, in their study of high-stakes testing of 1971 through 2004, Grodsky, Warren, and Kalogrides\textsuperscript{19} found no discernible effects on student achievement for students at any point along the distribution of achievement. Further, Smith and Mickelson\textsuperscript{20} found no effect of accountability on test score improvement in the Charlotte-Mecklenberg school district relative to other North Carolina districts. In a more subtle analysis, Jennings and Lauen\textsuperscript{21} found that school accountability systems were associated with improvements in student scores on high-stakes tests, but not on low-stakes tests, a finding similar to the study of the Texas school accountability system by Klein and his colleagues.\textsuperscript{22} Further, the finding of Jennings and Lauen call into question the degree to which school accountability systems drive real improvement in learning or just improvements in test scores.

The second report does correctly conclude there are inconsistent gains in student achievement by subject matter and grade level—a conclusion supported by many of the aforementioned studies. Indeed, most of the improvements in student achievement have occurred in mathematics and, in particular, earlier grades such as on the fourth grade National Assessment of Educational Progress (NAEP) assessment. This finding calls into question the efficacy of school accountability systems to improve achievement across grade levels and subject areas.

Overall, the report likely overstates the relationship between school accountability and student achievement when claiming, “NCLB-era accountability policies produced meaningful improvements in student achievement” (p. 2).\textsuperscript{23} A more accurate conclusion might be that some evidence, although not all evidence, suggests school accountability systems are associated with improvements in student test scores, but mostly in mathematics and in lower rather than higher grade levels.\textsuperscript{24}

The report does accurately capture more recent evidence over the last 10 years regarding trends in student achievement—at least with respect to NAEP scores. Specifically, the report states, “[S]tudent achievement has stalled over the past decade, with growing gaps between high- and low-performing students” (p. 2).\textsuperscript{25} This statement, however, raises questions about why the reports contend states must continue testing and accountability policies to ensure greater student achievement. If testing and accountability have not elicited improvements in student achievement, why would the continuation of an ineffective policy be expected to improve student achievement in the future?

**Absence of Related Research**

In addition to the above issues, the four reports do not address important issues related to student achievement. Most notable of these absences are two of the strongest influential factors on student outcomes: access to a cadre of stable and effective educators (teachers, principals, and counselors) and fiscal resources.
Teacher Turnover

The preponderance of research evidence suggests teacher turnover has negative effects on the organizational efficiency and efficacy of a school as well as on student outcomes. Indeed, a number of studies from the past decade reach the conclusion that teacher turnover—regardless of the quality of the teacher lost to the school—has negative impacts on student outcomes. For example, research by Ronfeldt, Loeb, and Wyckoff indicates that high turnover rates have a negative effect on student achievement disruptive beyond what would be expected on the basis of replacing experienced with inexperienced teachers alone. Moreover, a number of studies have found that school accountability systems can influence teacher turnover rates. In particular, the identification of a school as low-performing is associated with greater teacher turnover. Importantly, there is some evidence that the most effective teachers are the most likely to leave, thus exacerbating the negative impact of teacher loss.

Principal Turnover

As with teacher turnover, research typically suggests principal turnover has a negative association with student outcomes. Recent research finds principal turnover tends to be associated with increased teacher turnover, thus negatively impacting school fiscal resources through expenditures on recruitment, organizational efficacy, and student achievement. Indeed, recent research has found that, similar to teacher turnover, principal turnover also has a direct negative effect on student outcomes. There is some evidence that both student achievement levels and school accountability ratings are associated with greater odds of principal turnover. While some might argue that principal turnover is a positive outcome, such an argument assumes that the identification of the school as low-performing is accurate and the newly hired principal is more effective than the departing principal.

Access to School Counselors

There is a growing body of research that access to a school counselor and smaller student-counselor ratios are associated with improved student outcomes, particularly for students living in poverty and students of color. Indeed, recent research confirms prior studies about the influence of counselors—specifically, counselors are associated with improvements in student achievement, graduation rates, college readiness, and college attendance. This is particularly true for students living in poverty and students of color, who are disproportionately enrolled in lower performing schools. Most recently, Mulhern found that counselors have a causal effect on these outcomes, meaning counselors positively influence these outcomes apart from the influence of other related factors. Fuller has found that students living in poverty and students of color have less access to a counselor and are less likely to be enrolled in a school with lower student-counselor ratios.
School Spending

There is a growing body of research and near consensus among the research community that access to greater fiscal resources are associated with improvements in student outcomes, particularly for students living in poverty and students of color. Indeed, as noted by Jackson, “The recent quasi-experimental literature overwhelmingly supports a causal relationship between increased school spending and student outcomes.” Further, research consistently shows that many state school finance systems, as well as the distribution of funding within school districts, is inequitable. As a number of recent state school finance court cases have shown, judges have ruled that inequitable school finance systems create systems in which there is inequitable access to resources which, in turn, result in disparate outcomes that are not driven solely by factors under the influence of district or school personnel.

Absence of Other Outcomes

The four reports focus almost exclusively on student achievement as measured by standardized test scores. Indeed, much of the second report discusses the relationship between school accountability and test scores, while the other three reports frequently mention that school accountability is needed primarily to improve student test scores and close the test score gaps between sub-groups of students. The reports also briefly mention graduation rates and student attendance as other important student outcomes, and they note as well that ESSA allows states to include a wide array of different cognitive and non-cognitive outcomes in their school accountability plans. However, the reports largely ignore the wide array of important schooling outcomes and simply appear to assume without evidence that test scores proxy important schooling outcomes such as citizenship, ethics, and critical thinking. In fact, given the current state of affairs—with a largely unchecked pandemic wreaking havoc on society, with arguments about the science of wearing masks to curb COVID-19, with rampant acceptance of unsubstantiated conspiracy theories, and with the rise of “news” not based on facts—one could easily argue that outcomes such as citizenship, ethics, and critical thinking are more important than test scores.

V. Review of the Reports’ Methods

The four reports rely on reviews of the literature and on theories of how accountability systems can improve student outcomes. When executed well, such an approach can be appropriate. However, as noted elsewhere, there are serious issues with the reviews of literature. Moreover, none of the reports discuss the important issues of construct validity and fairness with respect to school accountability systems.

Fairness

As Polikoff and colleagues note, “A fair accountability system would be one that holds schools accountable for only the portion of student achievement they can control” (p.46).
A number of studies have found that NCLB-era accountability systems were decidedly unfair in this respect because of their reliance on status measure scores, such as percent proficient. Even the student growth measures, such as value-added measures and student growth percentiles used in more contemporary school accountability systems, have been found to be unfair in that they can still be biased against schools enrolling certain types of students. Further, unadjusted attendance and graduation rates—metrics mentioned by the four reports—were also found to be biased against certain types of schools and, thus, considered to violate the fairness measure.

Interestingly, the third report that focuses on the impact of Covid-19 notes that wealthier families were less impacted than other families by school closures and the move to remote instruction in the 2019-20 school year because of differential access to computers, internet, and other resources. Thus, the report implies that, had testing and accountability been applied last spring, the results would have been considered unfair. What the Bellwether reports do not acknowledge, however, is that the same circumstance is likely to occur this year and, more importantly, the same circumstances occur every year. The reports claim not administering testing and accountability would “amplify existing inequities in our school system” (p. 1), yet they do not discuss such issues as how testing will even occur if students are at home, or how holding schools accountable for student performance would be fair when some schools will have substantially greater percentages of students at home who lack computer and Internet access. In fact, rather than recognizing these issues and proposing some solution, the reports simply blame school districts for the problems and argue that schools must be held responsible for ensuring all students learn during the COVID-impacted 2020-21 school year. Importantly, the report assumes schools will have enough financial resources to provide all students with a laptop, Internet access, and/or paper copies of assignments. This was not the case in the spring and certainly will not be the case in the fall as states face severe revenue shortages and are cutting investments in K-12 education. It stretches the imagination to think of how holding schools accountable for student learning when many students do not have the means (computers and Internet) to access instruction would be fair.

**Construct Validity**

One major issue with all four reports is the lack of any discussion about the construct validity of school accountability systems. In the realm of school accountability, Polikoff and colleagues note that, “School classifications made under an accountability policy have construct validity if the performance measures adequately cover the latent set of desired student outcomes, and if the inferences made on the basis of those measures are appropriate (p. 46).” If a school accountability system has construct validity, then the system captures the array of outcomes determined by society to be important for schools and the inferences about those outcomes are accurate. Research on NCLB- and Waiver-era accountability systems suggest a lack of construct validity because the systems did not capture many of the important outcomes of the education system, nor were the outcomes across schools captured accurately—a point not mentioned by the four reports.
Transparency

As noted by the reports, school accountability has increased the transparency of school and district data. Indeed, a reasonable conclusion would be that the public now has more access to data about education systems than at any point in history. The reports, however, do not mention several important points about transparency. First, in many states, the data is returned to school personnel far too late to be useful in improving instruction or in aligning teacher strengths with student weaknesses. Thus, the utility of the data is greatly diminished. Second, there is some evidence that access to data such as the percentage of students proficient or passing can exacerbate school segregation patterns. Thus, while transparency has increased, the results of the transparency are not always realized and, in some circumstances, may actually cause harm.

VI. Review of the Validity of the Findings and Conclusions

The findings, conclusions, and recommendations included in each of the four reports are not substantiated by the available research evidence. Indeed, one could argue that some of the evidence presented in the reports contradicts the very recommendations of the four-part series—namely, that states must reinstate testing and accountability systems this year and all years going forward.

VII. Usefulness of the Reports for Guidance of Policy and Practice

Given the aforementioned problems, this report provides little useful guidance for policymakers. Taken as a whole, the four reports propose that policymakers have not yet devised effective school accountability systems, but that they should continue to try to build school accountability systems that actually improve student outcomes and close achievement gaps. The underlying problem with such a proposal is that school accountability systems have been in existence for three decades and have yet to fulfill the promise of those promoting such systems. Indeed, the second report acknowledges that, despite the continued use of school accountability systems, student achievement has been stagnant for at least a decade and there has been no decline in the racial or socioeconomic achievement gaps. The reports do not make a cogent argument as for why continuing the use of school accountability systems—especially absent any efforts to hold policymakers accountable for creating systems that provide an equal opportunity to learn for all children—will be successful going forward when there is no track record of success in the last decade.
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